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A’a lavas.
A total of eight skylights break up 

the lava tube, of which three actually 
segment the 1,577 meters long tube into 
4 caves 413, 248, 597 and 164 meters 
long (in a downflow direction). The 
skylight areas are used by large white 
owls as nesting sites, so please try to 
avoid disturbing them. On some of the 
skylights, the entrances to small anasto-
mosing tubelets are visible high up the 
wall, near the ceiling level, and probably 
represent the original braided tubes from 
which the master tube evolved through 
thermal erosion.

Separation of the canyon passage 
into superposed levels is only visible 
in two sections close to skylights that 

might have been open during activity, 
but other skylights are probably post-
activity collapses. The ceiling and walls 
of one of the lower levels is decorated 
with many small tubular stalactites. In 
contrast with tubular stalactites in the 
caves visited in the Sierra Chichinaut-
zin, which always develop from behind 
lining breaks, here the segregates were 
extruded straight from the wall, which 
does not show lining breaks. In two 
other places, evidence of thermal ero-
sion is seen where collapse of a lava 
lining exposes tephras and the Xaltipan 
ignimbrite. This is on a ledge still >10 
meters above the cave floor. 

After leaving the bus at the main 
square of Francisco I. Madero, we will 

walk for 2 kilometers along an unpaved 
road which leads to the Colapso Doble 
Entrance, from which we will walk along 
the surface to the Upper Entrance, where 
we will enter the cave. Follow the main 
passage downflow at your leisure and 
exit at any of the accessible skylights. 
The lower entrance requires a risky climb 
to get out, but will be equipped with a 
wire ladder and belay rope. Once out 
of the cave, walk in a general direction 
to the east until you exit the lava flow, 
and follow any of the many paths and 
unpaved roads back to the main square 
of town. At the end of the day, the bus 
will drive back to Perote where we will 
spend the night.

Las Lajas Cinder Cones and lava 

Plan view of Cueva de Chinacamoztoc, Puebla.

The vegetation above the lava flow is made of Yucca palms and 
scarce pine trees. In the background is Cerro Pizarro and Citlal-
tepetl behind it.

The large Chinacamoztoc master tube at one of the skylights.


